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Best Homemade Bubble Solution 

 

 

 

When the weather is warm, these homemade 
bubbles are great for outdoor fun. But don't let the 
weather stop you these bubbles can be used indoors 
as well! 

Just keep in mind that bubbles can make hard 
surfaces slippery very quickly and using food coloring 
in bubbles might stain some household surfaces.  

In addition, be careful around your eyes. You can try 
substituting the soap in these recipes with a baby 
shampoo or baby wash for tear-free bubbles.  

Best Homemade Bubble USolution, U  

Just you need UwaterU as the Usolvent U and  

other Umaterials U as Usolutes U…….  

• 1 cup water  
• 2 tablespoons glycerin  
• 4 tablespoons dishwashing Uliquid U  

UMix (Stir)U together your solution is ready! 

loop some wire (garden wire works 
particularly well and is easy to loop) into 
home-made bubble wands. You can 
made huge wands out of wire coat-
hangers,. 
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Pre -reading questions: 

Q1: Define the following terms: 

____________________________________________________ 

 Solute: 

 

Solvent: 

 

 

Q2: Give (2) examples of solutes from your own experience: 

1. ____________________________ 

2. ___________________________ 

 

During reading questions: 

1. ____________________________ 

Q1:  List 2 materials you need to make the bubble solution 

2. ____________________________ 

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________ 

Q2: what is the best substitution that you can use to protect the 
eyes of babies? 
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Post reading questions: 

 

Q1: Complete the following graph: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q2: Draw a digram to show the previous procedure of making bubbles: 

 

  

Solvent: 

------------------------------------
----------------------------------- 

Home made 
bubbles 

Solutes: 

------------------------------------
------------------------------------ 
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Extra reading..Extension… 
 
Why do bubbles pop? 
 
There are many reasons why a bubble pops. Evaporation of its water 
content, air turbulence, and, most commonly, dryness - contact with a dry 
surface or dry air. When you make bubbles in the sun, they evaporate 
quickly. When there is a strong wind, or even a gentle breeze, bubbles are 
much more difficult to create and are popped by the wind's force. If the air 
is very dry, as it is in the desert, or if a bubble touches a dry finger or a 
piece of clothing or the ground, it pops instantly. Here are some 
recommendations for the best conditions for making bubbles, especially 
giant bubbles:  

• Work in shady areas.  
• Try bubble making right after the sun sets.  
• Make bubbles when the air is still or only slightly breezy.  
• Play with bubbles after a rainstorm.  When the air is full of moisture, 

bubbles will seemingly last forever.  
• Stay in open areas where your bubbles won't run into dry objects.  

Keep you bubble tools really wet with bubble solution. 

 

This bubble doesn't pop even when punctured by a nail because the nail is wet. 

Q3. Gives some examples of things that cause bubbles to pop? 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Q4. Give two ways on how to make you bubbles last longer? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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